
July 24th, 2023 

To whom it may concern, 

The PhD thesis of Tatiana Dvorkina addresses three interesting and 
highly relevant challenges in the field of computational metagenomics: 
1. Alignment of biological sequences to assembly graphs 
2. Identification of complex multi-domain proteins from assembly 
graphs 
3. Automatic analysis of centromere sequence assemblies 
Dvorkina’s work is highly relevant, as massive amounts of short-read 
metagenome data are available that are often hard to functionally 
annotate and interpret. This thesis makes an important contribution to 
this field. In my review, I will focus on the first two challenges outlined 
above, as these are where my expertise lies. 

The SPAligner algorithm allows mapping of long reads and functional 
genes to short-read-derived metagenomic assembly graphs, which 
can facilitate the identificiation of known genes in complex 
metagenomic datasets. The latter is nicely proven by reconstructing 
beta-lactamase-encoding genes from a metagenomic assembly that 
would be missed by a conventional search due to them being split 
across multiple contigs. I do wonder how often this problem is really 
relevant (how often are such proteins split across multiple contigs due 
to unresolved assembly graphs rather than insufficient sequencing 
depth) in actual metagenomic data, but regardless the approach is 
elegant and useful, also as part of larger metagenomic data analysis 
algorithms. 

With her ORFograph algorithm, Dvorkina further expands this work by 
combining SPAligner with the HMM-based PathRacer algorithm to 
accurately identify complex multi-domain proteins from metagenomic 
assemblies. While it is not always entirely clear which of the high-
scoring paths through a metagenome graph will represent actual 
proteins (and this might be complemented in the future by reference-
based approaches), the technique represents a very useful discovery 
tool, and this strategy can indeed be further extended to other families 
of multi-domain proteins. 

Compared to other PhD theses I have seen, the quality and impact of 
Tatiana’s work is very good. The methods are innovative, the results 
are of high impact, and the chapters are clear and well-written. Also, all 
chapters have been published in highly esteemed journals and have 
been well received by the scientific community. 
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Beyond a few minor spelling errors, I have no major concerns about 
the quality of the work, nor on the appropriateness/correctness of the 
methodology. I look forward to an exciting scientific discussion with the 
soon-to-be Dr. Dvorkina on July 25th. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Prof dr. Marnix H. Medema
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�!Evidence!of!acceptance!onto!the!course!attached! !
! !

Indicate*any*other*role*you*have*at*the*
conference*(e.g.*chair,*panel*member)*

I!will!chair!a!discussion!session,!where!British!and!
European!scientists!from!the!field!of!microbial!
biosynthesis!will!provide!feedback!on!the!first!draft!
version!of!the!MIBiG!data!standard.!This!discussion!will!be!
critical!to!move!the!standard!forward.!

!

!

3.#Justification#for#attendance!
!

(A)*BENEFITS*TO*YOUR*RESEARCH*(briefly*describe*your*research*interests*and*how*your*attendance*at*the*event*will*further*your*research.*
For*applications*for*support*for*conference*attendance,*explain*the*importance*of*the*event*within*your*discipline)*
During!the!last!few!years,!I!have!developed!a!number!of!key!computational!methods!to!explore!bacterial!secondary!metabolite!biosynthesis!
on!large!scales.!I!am!exploiting!these!and!other!methods!to!allow!the!targeted!characterization!of!the!most!pharmaceutically!promising!gene!
clusters!in!organisms!across!the!bacterial!tree!of!life.!A!key!prerequisite!for!this!is!the!integration!of!multiple!data!types,!ranging!from!
microbial!ecology!to!genomics!and!biochemistry.!To!make!this!possible,!I!have!now!developed!a!first!draft!version!of!a!genomic!data!standard!
for!the!research!community,!"Minimal!Information!on!a!Biosynthetic!Gene!cluster"!(MIBiG).!At!the!GSC16!conference,!I!would!like!to!discuss!
this!with!the!research!community!from!Great!Britain!and!continental!Europe,!so!that!their!feedback!can!be!integrated.!This!will!be!crucial!for!
the!success!of!the!data!standard,!as!it!can!only!be!effective!if!the!contents!are!supported!by!the!community.!

(B)*BENEFITS*TO*PROFESSIONAL*DEVELOPMENT*(briefly*describe*the*value*of*attending*this*event*to*your*career*and*professional*
development*and*give*comment*on*the*necessity*for*attendance*at*this*stage*in*your*career)*
Attending!this!conference!will!be!crucial!for!the!success!of!my!current!postdoctoral!project,!which!is!aimed!at!establishing!the!MIBiG!
community!standard!for!the!field!of!microbial!biosynthesis.!As!such!a!data!standard!can!only!succeed!with!the!support!of!the!research!
community,!it!will!be!vital!to!solicit!their!feedback!in!live!discussions!at!this!meeting.!Also,!it!will!be!of!great!importance!to!be!able!to!present!
the!progress!on!MIBiG!to!the!other!members!of!Genomic!Standards!Consortium!(scientists!from!Oxford,!the!EBI!in!Cambridge,!etc.)!who!will!
be!involved!in!the!practical!implementation!of!the!standard!in!sequence!databases!and!web!services.!
!

4.#Attendance#costs!
GIVE*FULL*COSTS*OF*EXPECTED*EXPENSES*FOR*EVENT*ATTENDANCE*

Conference*registration*or*Course*fees** £!! 150! !
Accommodation** £!! 150! !

Travel* £!! 200! Only!the!cost!of!standard!rail!/!economy!
or!budget!air!travel!will!be!allowed!

Other**(may*include*airport*transfers,*meals,*visa*charges*etc)* £! 50!(meals)!
Give%a%brief%description%of%these%expenses% !

#

! TOTAL*COST! £! 550# #
*

*

5.#Financial#support!
Grants*are*not*intended*to*cover*the*full*costs*of*the*proposed*activity.**Indicate*how*the*expenses*in*excess*of*the*grant*will*be*funded.*Give*
details*of*the*source*of*funds*(e.g.**your*institution/employer/funding*body/charitable*organisation/the*conference*organiser/other*learned*
societies*or*professional*body)*and*indicate*whether*these*funds*are*secured*or*are*pending*the*outcome*of*an*application.*
My!institute!can!cover!part!of!the!costs!(£200).!Please!see!attached!letter.! Evidence!in!the!form!of!a!copy!of!the!

letter!from!the!fund!provider,!or!letter!
written!by!your!supervisor!or!line!
manager!confirming!the!amount(s)!
received!from!other!sources!must!be!
provided!to!claim!any!grant!offered.!

*

*

6.#Supporting#statement!
To*be*supplied*as*a*separate*sheet*by*your*supervisor/senior*manager/head*of*department.*The*statement*should*confirm*that*your*
organisation/employer*supports*your*attendance*at*the*event*and*that*the*details*provided*in*this*application*are*correct.*Comment*should*
be*given*on*other*funds*available*to*support*the*applicant’s*attendance*at*the*event*.*

X  supporting!statement!attached 
 

7.#Applicant#declaration 
I*confirm*that*I*have*read,*understood*and*agree*to*abide*by*the*terms*and*conditions*of*the*scheme*and*guarantee*that*any*award*made*by*
the*Society*for*General*Microbiology*will*be*used*for*the*specific*purposes*for*which*it*is*granted.*
 

Signature****************************************************                Date* 26-11-2013 
!
!

The$completed$form$and$all$supporting$documentation$must$be$submitted:$
by!email!to!grants@sgm.ac.uk!or!post!to!Grants!Office,!Society!for!General!Microbiology,!Charles!Darwin!House,!12!Roger!Street,!London,!WC1N!2JU!
email!submissions!should!contain!the!subject!line!“SGM#Travel#Grant”!


